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ABSTRACT

Strategic planning and mine design is a complex process. This complexity arises from the large range
of variables that need to be considered in order to maximise the value of a mining operation with any
confidence. In this paper, a small coal mine project is evaluated (i.e., planned, designed and valuated)
under geological (in-situ coal ash quality) and economic (coal price) uncertainties. To achieve this, a
novel technique, called the Integrated Valuation Optimisation Framework (“IVOF”), which is based
on both mine optimisation and real options methodologies, is used to: i) quantify the existing project
uncertainty; ii) to assess and manage technical & economic risk; and iii) to assists the owners and
stake holders of the mine in making final strategic decisions in the face of uncertainty. The final
results indicates that the incorporation of uncertainty and risk into the mine evaluation process gives a
more realistic overview of the performance of the key mine project indicators throughout its operating
life and, consequently, about its current market value. The results also indicate that if uncertainty is
not included in the evaluation process the expected technical/economic project outcomes, such as coal
quality and cash flow, may not be true misleading final investment decisions

1. INTRODUCTION

Strategic planning and mine design is a complex process. This complexity arises
from the large range of variables that need to be considered in order to maximise
the value of a mining operation with any confidence.
Despite extensive data gathering exercises primarily focussed on the deposit, many
of the inputs into an evaluation process are either unknown or limited (e.g., ash
content, washability, coal prices and operating costs, among others) even when the
project is at an advanced stage. This typically results in a sequential evaluation
process and averaged or factored inputs being applied to the mining operation, with
little or no consideration given to the inherent uncertainty associated with such an
approach.
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Unfortunately, current open pit evaluation procedures do not account for all these
technical, operational and financial aspects appropriately. One of the main reasons
for this is that current mine evaluation techniques are based on the (static)
discounted cash flow (“DCF”) and the associated Net Present Value (“NPV”)
techniques. However, these techniques are somewhat limited in that they provide a
static view of the project based on averages or expected values and, from a
valuation perspective, largely disregard cash flows beyond a certain period (as little
as five or six years). This is formally referred as the “Flaw of Averages in Mine
Project Evaluation”. Another reason is the complexity of the mine evaluation
process, i.e., dealing with uncertainty and risk in mine project evaluation is not an
easy task due to the different sources of uncertainty that a mine project faces during
its production life.
In the light of the above, the objective of this paper is twofold. Firstly, it discusses
the concept of “flaw of averages in coal mine projects” (Martinez, 2009b).
Secondly, it introduces and illustrates the need for a full real option evaluation of
mining projects. Here the need for building generic frameworks that can facilitate
the evaluation process of a coal mine project, in the face of uncertainty and risk, is
discussed. The paper introduces a generic framework for coal mine project
evaluation, named an integrated model real options approach, which is then applied
to a small coal mine operation where coal quality and coal prices are seen as the
main sources of uncertainty.

2. FLAW OF AVERAGES IN COAL MINE PROJECT EVALUATION

Traditionally, coal mine organisations use various types of quantitative methods to
estimate profit and loss associated with a proposed mine project. Among all these
measures of profitability, the Net Present Value (NPV), which is based on the
Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) technique (see for example Benninga, 2000), is the
most widely used in the mining industry. This is because it recognises the time
value of money, and accounts for risk via an adjusted discount rate, R (see
Equation 1), giving the mine analyst a tool for making financial investment and
dividend decisions. More formally, the NPV technique consists of subtracting the
capital investment, CapInv, incurred at the beginning of the mining project
(assumed to be period t0), from the sum of the present value of the expected net
cash flows (CFt) generated throughout the operating life (t = 1, 2,…,T) of the open
pit mine project:
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(1)

In practice, the expected cash flows generated at each production period, t = 1,
2,…,T are estimated using expected values for the underlying variables such as the
coal price, St, production costs, Costt, and coal product quantity, qt, produced , i.e.,

CFt = qt × S t − Costt ,

(2)

One consequence of using expected values when estimating cash flows is that the
resulting NPV value is also assumed to be an expected value, which, as it will be
shown later on, may not be reflecting the real project’s expected value leading to
incorrect decisions.
Although some variations of the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) technique, such as
scenario analysis, have been developed to give mine analysts the flexibility of
including different scenarios in the mine evaluation process, they still suffer the
same problem of the DCF, i.e., instead of working with the uncertain variables,
these techniques work with a single estimated value 1 for each scenario, relying on
the adjusted discount rate, R, to account for risk and uncertainty in the entire coal
mine project.
The problem with evaluation techniques based on the DCF is that in cases
involving uncertainty and non-linear processes, in our case the mine
optimisation/evaluation process, single estimate values are often of little use
because of their lack of accuracy in describing an uncertain process. In other
words, as it is shown in Figure 1, serious trouble can arise when a single number is
substituted for a distribution of probabilities. That is, if the expected value, E{X},
of the uncertainty variable, X, is input into the non-linear process F(⋅), the resulting
output, F(E{X}), will not be the same as the expected value of the resulting
outputs, E{F(X)}, generated by inputting the entire distribution of values; i.e.,
F(E{X}) ≠ E{F(X)}.

1

Observe that a single estimate in the context of a financial and engineering statement is a
single number, often an average or expected value, used to represent the value of an
uncertain quantity such as the average coal quality of the deposit, the coal price, and future
mine revenues or expenses, among others. An uncertain quantity is normally represented by
a probability distribution, or a bar graph, which represents the relative likelihood of various
outcomes
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Professor Savage, from Stanford University, refers to this problem as “the Flaw of
Averages 2” (Savage, 2002a,b, 2003), which states that plugging average values of
uncertain inputs into a non-linear process does not result in the average value of the
process; i.e., F(E{X}) ≠ E{F(X)}. He explains this concept with the following
example (refer to Figure 2).
“Consider the state of a drunk, wandering back and forth on a busy highway. His
average position is the centreline of the highway. Therefore the state of the drunk
at his average position is alive. However, it is clear that the average state of the
drunk is dead”.

Uncertain Input Variables
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Figure 1. Scheme showing that ‘average inputs do not always yield average outputs’ when dealing
with uncertainty and non-linear processes.

An analogous situation happens when evaluating a coal mine project using
traditional mine evaluation techniques that are based on the DCF. That is, when
evaluating a coal mine project it is common to use expected single values for
representing all the mine variables 3 that are input into the non-linear mine
optimisation process (Martinez, 2003; Dimitrakopoulos, 1998). The final output of
2

Also known in finance as the Jensen’s inequality, which states that because the value of a
project, x, is a random variable and the option value, OV, on the project is a convex

(

)

{

}

function of the project value, then, OV E { X } ≠ E OV ( X ) .
3

Examples of these input variables are: the seam model, export/thermal coal prices, coal
quality, costs, and yields, among others.
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this practice is a single estimated value for each of the project indicators, such as
projected revenues and expenses, coal quality, coal quantities, and mining and
processing costs, among others, which are assumed to be the average values to be
obtained. Although, it is common to perform a sensitivity analysis that uses spider
and tornado diagrams to obtain a sort of interval of confidence for the final mine
revenues, traditional mine evaluation techniques ignore any possible realistic
fluctuations in revenue or expense due to the existing uncertainty of the different
input variables over time, and corresponds to the assumption that the drunken guy
will be always walking on the centre line (refer to Figure 2).

Figure 2. A sovereign example of the flaw of averages (from Savage, 2003).

The problem is that even though sensitivity analysis is supposed to account for
variations in the different input variables, it assumes that these changes will happen
in a linear fashion, i.e. the same change will occur at each production period, which
is not true. See for example Figure 2 above, where the yellow dashed lines
represent the ± 10% confidence interval that is supposed to account for the drunk’s
trajectory deviation from the central line. As observed in the figure, this confidence
interval does not give a realistic representation of the drunk’s trajectory. Another
limitation of sensitivity analysis is that it ignores dependence structure between the
underlying variables that take part in a mine evaluation process performing
changes in an isolated fashion, i.e., changes to a specific variable are performed
keeping the other ones constant.
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In the case of a coal mining project, coal quality (e.g., % of ash) variations will
occur at different locations of a coal seam model, but following a specific
correlation structure- i.e., changes at different locations will be generated following
a specific correlation structure, which is a non-linear process. Similarly,
(export/thermal) coal prices will also vary at each production period but at different
rates and also following a correlation structure. Thus, it is important to be cautious
when making decisions based on a sensitivity analysis, since it could lead to
spurious description of the current financial situation of the mining project.
One of the techniques that has been widely accepted as a unified approach to
dealing with uncertainty is the Monte Carlo Simulation technique (Glasserman,
2004; Chan and Wong, 2006). This is because instead of hiding behind a single
best "estimate" this technique quantifies uncertainty by sampling the probability
distribution of the uncertain variable while tracking the resulting outputs. However,
despite its benefits when dealing with uncertainty, the application of the Monte
Carlo technique to the mine evaluation problem is not straightforward. The reason
for this is that the mine optimisation process is a 3D complex, non-linear procedure
where the uncertainties of the input variables are of different natures. For example,
the uncertainty of the coal seam model (i.e. ash quality and sulphur content among
others) could be classified as static (Martinez, 2007) since it depends on the
geology of the coal deposit that is uncertain; not because it changes over time, but
because of the limited data (e.g., drill-hole/well data) obtained for its
quantification 4. On the other hand, the uncertainty of future coal prices can be
classified as dynamic because it depends on the international coal market, which is
affected by different mechanisms such as offer, demand and speculation, and
which varies over time. Furthermore, besides the nature of the sources of
uncertainty, a coal mine evaluation process also depends on plans that are based on
physical designs, such as the ultimate pit and production scheduling limits that
obey technical constraints such as slope angles and run of mine (‘ROM’) coal
tonnes, among others.

3. A ROAD TO IMPROVEMENT: APPLYING AN INTEGRATED REAL
OPTIONS BASED COAL MINE PROJECT EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
(IROCMP)

Different techniques have been developed to overcome the complexity of the mine
evaluation problem. Although some of them have been shown to be very efficient
4

It is possible to minimise the uncertainty of a coal seam model by taking samples on a
very small grid. However, this procedure will result in a non-profitable project because the
high cost incurred in the data collection.
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in dealing with a specific part of the problem, none of them have been able to solve
the complete problem, i.e., considering all sources of uncertainty. The reason that
current techniques cannot solve appropriately the mine problem is that these
techniques have been developed in isolation. That is, mine evaluation techniques,
such as the Upside/Downside Potential, developed to deal with technical
uncertainties, such as the orebody model, do not account for the uncertainty of
economic variables. Similarly, mine valuation techniques, such as real options
(Longstaff and Schwartz, 2001), that deal with economic uncertainties, such as
metal prices, do not appropriately account for technical (geological) uncertainty.
The Integrated Real Options Based Coal Mine Project Evaluation Framework
(‘IROCMP’) is a techniques that is based on the Integrated Valuation/Optimisation
Framework (IVOF 5) (Martinez, 2008). One important feature of the IVOF is that it
is able to account for uncertainty and risk when evaluating a mine project. In this
context, the IROCMP sees the coal mine evaluation problem as a multi-stage
solution where the problem is broken down into a set of simple building blocks.
One important feature of the IROCMP process is that the flexibility to close the
coal mine project at any production period- if operational and economic conditions
are adverse – is considered as an embedded option of the evaluation process
In its essence, the IROCMP is composed of the following five general stages:
• Base-case coal mine plan and design, which is built using traditional
techniques and used to identify main cash flow drivers. The base-case
project indicators also provide a benchmark from where to assess the
existing risk and upside potential;
• Integrating and assessing the effect of geological (coal quality) uncertainty
on the base-case mine plan and design;
• Integrating and assessing the effect of future (export/Thermal) coal prices
in current base-case mine plan design;
• Adding value to the current mine project by adopting different operational
and managerial flexibilities such as coal product blending and closing mine
operations in the face of future adverse conditions, among others; and
• Estimating the base-case extended net present value (ENPV) and making
final strategic decisions.
5

The IVOF was developed to deal with mine projects containing precious metals such as
gold. It is generic framework which allowed us to adapt it to other real commodities such as
coal mine projects.
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Observe that key elements for making final decisions when applying real options
are i) the perception of the existing uncertainty; and ii) the perception of both the
risk and opportunities that can be generated. Consequently, if accurate final
decisions are to be made when evaluating a coal mine project using the IROCMP
technology, it is important to:
• Quantify the main sources of existing uncertainty, such as the seam model
(e.g., coal quality), costs and commodity prices;
• Assess the risk and opportunities that can arise due to the existing
uncertainty; and
• Identify the strategies that can be implemented in the face of uncertainty.

4. THE CASE OF A MULTI SEAM COAL MINE PROJECT EVALUATION

4.1 Case description
A coal mining corporation is evaluating one of its coal mine projects. The coal
mine operation consists of a small multi-seam (three) open pit coal mine project
containing an estimated 7.8 M tonnes of export coal and additional 3.8 M tonnes of
thermal coal.

Figure 3. North-East section showing ash variability on Seams A, B, and C. Here, hot/cold colours
indicate high/low ash content.
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The property has been explored, but there is still some uncertainty over the total
tonnage of final export and thermal coal product which depend upon the coal
quality within each of the three coal seams - see Figure 3 (there is no washing plant
and final yield is considered to be 100%).
Furthermore, the corporate office is interested in assessing the effect of future
(export and thermal) coal prices on project cash flow and NPV.
Besides the previous corporative questions, management is also trying to answer
the following questions:
i.

What is the value of the coal mine using traditional mine evaluation
techniques?

ii.

What is the effect of in-situ coal quality variability on final export / thermal
coal product?

iii.

What is the effect of both in-situ coal quality and export / thermal coal
price uncertainties on final project value?

4.2 Coal Mine Operation- Technical/economic inputs
As observed in Figure 4, the coal mine project consists of a mine design, composed
of pit limits and in-pit/ out-pit dumps.
The production scheduling was built using input economic data; in this case, coal
prices for thermal and export coal as well as mine and processing costs and the
estimated ash variability for each seam.
The ROM coal material is transported to a plant, which assumes 100% Yield (i.e.,
input ROM coal equals output final coal product).
The final product is then classified based on its ash content and stockpiled either as
export coal (ash content <=20%) or local/thermal coal (ash content >20%)
products.
Finally, depending of their final market, the final products are then commercialised
at international export/thermal coal prices of AU$104.6/t and AU$76.91/t,
respectively.
A corporate 10% discount rate is used for cash flow analysis. Also observe that the
total ROM production is 3.0 Mt per year (stock piling was not considered at this
stage).
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Figure 4. Schematic of typical coal mining operation.

To design and plan the production scheduling all (estimated) technical/operational
and economic parameters are input into an open pit mine scheduler engine
(‘OPMSE’), the results from the coal mine production schedule process are
depicted in Figures 5, 6 and 7.
Figure 5 shows the production scheduling layout, where it is seen how the coal
mine project is depleted over time while the in/out pit dumps are filled in. The
results indicate that the coal mine project will have a life of mine (‘LOM’) of four
years. Figure 6 shows the export and thermal coal production (top part), as well as
their respective cash flow (bottom part) generated at each production period of the
coal mine project. As noted, the coal mine project is expected to produce a total of
7.8 Mt of export coal during the first, second and third year, and around 3.8 Mt of
thermal coal during the last two production years.
The results shown in Figure 6 (bottom part) also indicated that the total discounted
cash flow to be obtained from export and thermal coal production are around
AU$687 M and AU$208 M , respectively. Observe that the production scheduling
engine maximised project value by extracting high quality coal (export coal) during
the first, second and third years due to its higher market price than the thermal coal,
which was produced during the remaining one and a half years to achieve
production targets.
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Figure 5. Coal mine design: ultimate pit and long term production scheduling.

Figure 6. Coal mine project indicators for export/thermal coal production (up) and their respective
cash flows (bottom).

A year by year analysis indicated that the coal mine project is expected to generate
the following cash flows: AU$285 M, AU$259 M, AU$125 M, and AU$17 M,
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from export coal production and AU$69 M, AU$63 M, AU$80 M, and AU$127 M,
from thermal coal production.
A sensitivity analysis was run to see the sensitivity of project value due to changes
in export and thermal coal prices, and discount rates. In this case the value of each
parameter considered in the sensitivity analysis was varied in a ±20% of its original
value (see Figure 7-bottom). The sensitivity analysis indicated that ±20%
variability in export coal prices originated a ±16% variability on project value, and
that ±20% variability on thermal coal prices and discount rates did not have a
significant effect on project value originating just ±4% variability in project value.
These results would be indicating that the value of the coal mine project is highly
sensitivity to changes on export coal prices while changes in thermal coal prices
and discount rates will not have a significant effect on project value.

Figure 7. Coal mine project indicators for total discounted cash flow (up) and their respective
sensitivity analysis (bottom). The sensitivity analysis was performed by varying export and thermal
coal prices, as well as the discount rate by ±20%.

Further economic results (shown in Figure 7) indicated that the coal mine project
will generate a total (export + thermal) expected project cash flow of AU$896.4 M
throughout its LOM.
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5. WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF COAL QUALITY (ASH VARIABILITY) ON
FINAL PROJECT VALUE?

To assess the effect of coal quality variability on final export/thermal coal
production, and consequently on project cash flow, the following steps are
performed:
•

Quantify coal quality variability (uncertainty) on each coal seam. This process
is done using the Conditional Simulation technique (geostatistics);

•

Assess the effect of coal quality variability on given production schedule. This
is done by superimposing each simulation on current production scheduling.

•

Analyse results.

Figure 8 shows the inclusion of the in situ ash variability on current coal mine
production scheduling. Figure 9 shows the result of integrating coal quality
variability on current mine production scheduling. In the figure, the bars with
different colours, such as black for coal production (top part) and red for cash flow
(bottom part) represent the values estimated for the base-case mine plan and design
(refer to Figure 7), while the bars of similar colour represent the effect of coal
variability on each variable.

Figure 8. Assessing the effect of coal quality (for Seams A, B, and C) on coal mine production
scheduling. Here the ash variability is quantified using the Conditional Simulated seam models.
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Figure 9. Effect of coal quality variability on project indicators such as export and thermal coal
production, and export/thermal cash flow generation.
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Figure 10. Effect of coal quality variability on final coal mine project NPV.

For instance, the effect of coal quality variability on export coal production and its
corresponding cash flow generation are indicated by the orange bars, on the top left
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figure, and purple bars, on the bottom left figure, respectively. As noted, the
probability of achieving export coal production of 3 Mt, and corresponding cash
flow, during the first and second years are very high; i.e., there is not a significant
variability on coal quality during the first two years, whereas year three is seen to
be the one where coal quality variability will have a significant effect for both
export and thermal coal production, and consequently their corresponding cash
flows.
Figure 10 shows the effect of coal quality variability on final project NPV. As
noted, the results indicates that the project could generate an NPV oscillating
between a minimum of AU$820 M (light blue dashed line) and a maximum of
AU$950 M (dark blue dashed line) with an average of AU$886 M (green dashed
line). Also note that the expected NPV in the face of coal quality variability is less
than the base-case NPV (red solid line), i.e., if coal quality variability were not
accounted when evaluating the coal mine project, the resulting NPV could be
overestimated, as it is the case of this example.

6. BUT, WHAT IF COAL PRICES CHANGE OVER TIME?

This is the second question that the corporate and management offices wish to
know. That is, once the coal quality uncertainty has been integrated into the coal
mine evaluation process and its effect assessed (as shown in Figures 9 and 10), the
uncertainty about the effect of future coal prices on the project is another important
question that needs to be assessed. In this case, questions such as what if
export/thermal coal prices go above/below the assumed prices, i.e., AU$104.6/t
and AU$76.91/t, for export and thermal coal, respectively, become a mandatory
question.
A quick analysis of historical export and thermal coal prices (see Figure 11)
indicates that since 2005 export coal prices have had a more erratic behaviour (i.e.,
a highly volatile) with significant changes in their trends during short periods of
time. Although not as critical as export coal prices, thermal coal prices are also
seen to have similar erratic behaviour since 2007 6.
Further information obtained from the historical coal price data (plotted in Figure
11) is that both export and thermal coal prices tend to have a common behaviour,
formally called correlation in the financial jargon. In fact, a simple linear
correlation analysis indicates that export and thermal coal prices are strongly
positive correlated with a factor of 0.97 (a value of ±1 indicates a perfect
6

For the period 1988 – 2004 both export and thermal coal prices were characterised by a
stable flat trend of AU$62/t and AU$42/t, respectively.
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positive/negative correlation). This last result suggests that if export coal prices go
up/down then thermal coal prices also tends to go up/down with strength of 0.97.
One important outcome from the analysis of historical coal prices is that the
modelling of export and thermal coal prices, and consequently their forecast
process, has to be done considering their correlation instead of an independent
analysis.

Historical Coal prices (source: ABARE)
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Thermal coal
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Metallurgical coal

350
300
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Figure 11. Historical export / thermal coal prices for the period Jan 1988 – Dec 2009.

In finance, coal prices are commonly modelled as mean reverting (‘MR’)
processes, which indicates that coal prices tends to revert to a long-term stable
level, normally given by supply and demand and which normally is assumed to be
the long-term mean price 7. A well known MR model used to model commodities
such as coal prices is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (also called arithmetic mean
reverting process), which is modelled as

dYt = η (Y − Yt )dt + σd t ,

(3)

where the coal price, Yt (with volatility σ), tends to revert to its long-term stable
level, Y , at a speed of, η. Observe that the MR model depend on the current price.
In practice, Monte Carlo (‘MC’) simulations and discrete trinomial lattices are
7

For more details about commodity price models the reader is referred to financial and
derivative books such as Dixit and Pindyck, 1994.
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commonly used to model these processes. In the case of the coal mine project,
Monte Carlo simulation (Glasserman, 2004) is used to joint model and forecast
export and thermal coal prices; note that the forecasting process is done
considering the correlation between both commodities.
Export Coal Price Forecast Analysis
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Figure 12. Four years forecast of export coal price (above) with respective 90th, 10th percentiles and
long term average (bottom).

Thermal Coal Price Forecast Analysis
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Figure 13. Four years forecast of thermal coal price (above) with respective 90th, 10th percentiles and
long term average (bottom).
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The four year forecast for export and thermal coal prices are shown in Figures 12
and 13, respectively. As noted in Figure 12, export coal prices are seen to follow a
long-term trend of AU$98/t (average) with maximum and minimum AU$115/t
(90th percentile) and AU$80/t (10th percentile), respectively. Similarly, Figure 13
shows that future thermal coal prices tend to follow a long-term price of AU$59/t
(average) with maximum and minimum of AU$70/t (90th percentile) and AU$55/t
(10th percentile), respectively; note that the estimated export and thermal prices
used to model the base-case coal mine project were AU$104.9/t and AU$76/t,
respectively (see Figure 10).

Effect of Export and Thermal Coal Price Variabiity on Current Project Cash Flow
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Figure 14. Effect of future export and thermal coal prices on current project cash flow.

Figure 14 shows the effect of future export and thermal coal prices on base-case
project cash flow (that already integrates coal quality variability). In the figure, the
yellow bars indicate the estimated cash flow for the initial base-case coal mine
project (refer to Figure 7- top left) while the colourful shapes indicate the effect of
coal prices and coal quality uncertainties on project cash flow generation. As noted,
the effect of coal quality and future coal price uncertainties is significant when
compared with the initial estimated cash flows (given as yellow bars). The analysis
indicates that in the face of coal quality and future coal price uncertainties the coal
mine project will generate expected cash flow of AU$315.6 M, AU$307 M,
AU$261 M, and AU$175.8 M for the first, second, third and fourth production
periods, respectively. Further analysis indicates that the likelihood to achieving
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cash flow values below the initial estimates are small (around 15%) while the
likelihood of achieving values above are significant.
The resulting coal mine project NPV in the face of coal quality and future coal
prices is depicted on Figure 15. A quick comparison between Figures 10 and 15
indicates that the inclusion of coal quality and future coal price uncertainties not
only increased the downside risk from AU$820 M to AU$700 M but also the
upside potential from AU$950 to AU$1280 M. Furthermore it is noted that the
expected project NPV increased from AU$896 M to AU$967 M.

5

Effect of Export/Thermal Coal Price Variability on Coal Mine Project NPV (10%)
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Figure 15. Effect of future export/thermal coal price variability on final coal mine project NPV.

7. ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS OF THE IVOF

Despite the fact that this article has dealt specifically with the application of the
IVOF to the evaluation of a coal mine project, it is important to highlight that it can
be applied to any mine project. The reason for this is that prices and geological
features (among other technical and economic features such as unitary costs and
recoveries) are sources of uncertainty that are present in any mine project type;
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either open pit or underground, or a combination of both (including poly-metallic
deposits).
For instance, if the project is a metallic deposit, such as gold, silver, or copper, then
the geological uncertainty could focus not only on metal grade variability, but also
on the contaminants which have a significant effect on metal recovery.
On the other hand, if the project for example is a coal-, an iron ore- or an industrial
mineral project, then geological uncertainty must focus on both energy / grade
variability and quality as their international markets, and consequently prices, are
based on different (specified) product energy/grades and quality.
It is important to mention that the IVOF allows mine planners to optimise their
processes based on technical and economic uncertainties. That is, mine planners
are not only able to identify areas of high risk, such as drilling and blasting or
metal/product recovery, which are affected by different geological factors such as
hardness and strength or contaminants, but also to plan and design effective
operational/technical strategies, such as cut-off grade optimisation, and stock piling
and blending strategies which, over time, will allow the continuity of mine
production while increasing project value.
This paper deals with the evaluation of a coal mine with two products, i.e., thermaland coking coal, and one contaminant, i.e., ash content. The proposed IVOF can be
extended to more complex mine projects where other parameters than grade are
crucial, such as many industrial mineral projects. The effect of the uncertainty of
two or more factors on final project economics can be assessed, analysed and
optimised by identifying and establishing effective operational strategies, such as
stock piling and blending, while minimising economic penalties due to delivery of
off-spec products.

8. FINAL COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has discussed the importance of including uncertainty, risk and upside
potential in any coal mine project evaluation process. As seen in Figure 15, the
value of the coal mining project increased significantly (although this is not always
the case) due to management of uncertainty, risk and upside potential. In fact, the
results indicated that the inclusion of coal price uncertainty significantly increased
the coal mine value when compared with the base-case scenario which uses a
traditional DCF approach.
The results also indicated that the inclusion of coal quality uncertainty on the
evaluation process decreased the expected project NPV (see Figure 15) from
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AU$896 M to AU$820 M (approximately 8%). This result is informative for mine
planners and mine valuers since it indicates that the initial base-case coal mine plan
is overestimating ROM coal quality, which also overestimates final export/thermal
coal production and consequently their corresponding cash flow.
In conclusion, and based on the previous analysis, we can answer corporatemanagement questions, formulated at the beginning of the project, by saying:
i.

The value of the coal mine project estimated using traditional mine
evaluation techniques is AU$896.4 M.

ii.

The effect of in-situ coal quality variability on final export / thermal coal
product does not have a significant effect on export coal product during
the first and second year. However, the results indicate that during the
third year the likelihood of achieving export coal production is less than
50%; this is also seen for thermal coal production during the last time
periods where the likelihood of achieving initial estimated targets during
the third and fourth production years is less than 50%.

iii.

The effect of both uncertainties on project value is significant, as seen in
Figure 15. The results suggested that the integration of coal quality and
future coal price uncertainties not only increased the downside risk of the
coal mine project NPV (with a minimum of AU$700 M), but also its
upside potential (with a maximum of AU$1280 M). Most importantly, it is
seen that besides the increment in downside risk and upside potential, the
integration of coal quality and future coal price uncertainties increased the
expected project NPV from AU$896 M to AU$967 M (approximately
8%). The reason for this is the consideration of the upside potential that
coal quality and future coal price uncertainties bring to the process, which
otherwise is not considered in a traditional DCF.

The next step would be to complete a full and accurate real option analysis. This
analysis should include all mine project sources of uncertainty, as well as all
operational and managerial flexibilities, such as blending and cut-off grade
optimisation and the option to close or delay mine operations. This paper has
shown the need for and the foundation of such an analysis.
It is important to mention that the application of real options to a mine project is
not simple, and it demands highly qualified/experienced professionals as well as
advanced mine project evaluation tools. These tools have not yet been developed.
We hope that this paper can encourage the industry to explore the benefits of
applying real options techniques, such as the IVOF, when evaluating mine projects,
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as well as the development of new advanced/practical tools which can facilitate the
process.
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